We have identified a moderately repeated DNA sequence in Caenorhabditls eleoans present at least at twenty different locations In the genome. Elements of this intermingled repetitive DNA family are made up of tandem aubreapeats whose smaller unit is ten base pairs long. The occurrence of single base changes between units Is reminiscent of mammal Ian satellite DNA. Sequence analysis has shown that the consensus of these repeats Is Identical to the consensus of the heat-shock element (HSE) common to all eukaryotes (C--GAA--TTC-G). This consensus in our sequences is repeated in tandem with an overlap of four bases (C--GAA--TTC--GAA--TTC...). We studied In detail one cloned element of the family and we were unable to detect transcription in the flanking regions either under normal growth or after heat induction. Nevertheless a 242 bp sequences out of this same element was sufficient, when located on a multicopy plasmld in Saccharomvces cereviaiae. to drive transcription from a downstream gene under heat shock conditions.
where the number adjacent to each nucleotide is the frequency with which that nucleotide is found at that position in the 24 repeats of pC9N40. This same sequence can also be read as a series of 14bp palindromes each overlapping with the preceding by four bp. Surprisingly the consensus of this paiindromic repeat (C--GAA--TTC--G) is the same as that of the heat-shock element (HSE)
found in the regulatory region of genes induced by stress in all eucaryotes (3, 4, 24) . Our sequence Is apparently in better agreement to the HSE general consensus than HSEs from 'genuine' heat-shock promoters isolated In C, elegans (6,7). There Is also a strong second choice preference: 
Analysis of the behaviour of orC9 sequence In a heterolooous system
The transcription studies described above exclude a conclusion that the element of the C9 family we studied works as a bonaflde heat-shock promoter in £j. To whom correspondence should be addressed
